
WELCOME

LET'S GET STARTED BY TAKING CARE OF A FEW BASIC THINGS 

Password written out in secure document 

Information, such as location, website, email, and phone number, is correct 

Link in bio is live (doesn't go to a 404 link) 

Pictures are current, no outdated products or branding 

If you manage multiple handles on the same network, the separation makes sense 

Overarching message is clear 

Experience across social channels is cohesive 

Research your brand name and product names with a hashtag in front 

Find any mentions of your brand / geotags 

List any impersonator handles 
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CONSISTENT POSTING 

LET'S LAY THE FOUNDATION FOR ENGAGEMENT 

What's your current posting schedule? 

Is it consistent (even if it is not daily, you can consistently post twice a week)? 

If you have big gaps between posts, do you see the decrease in engagement? 

How can you get on a consistent posting schedule? (Scheduling time on your

calendar, signing up for Instagram scheduler, stick-it note on your desk?) 

Would you post consistently if you start seeing results and traction with your

posts? 

How can you ensure consistency with completing this Challenge? (Daily email

reminders, scheduling time on your calendar, stick-it note on your desk?)
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POSTING TIMES 

LET'S FIND OUT WHEN YOU SHOULD POST 

If you have a Business account, what's the peak times when most of your

audience is online? 

Sign up for one or multiple resources to check peak times: 

Free UnionMetrics Instagram checkup 

   https://unionmetrics.com/free-tools/instagram-account-checkup 

Free Iconosquare trial 

   https://pro.iconosquare.com 

Free Later trial 

   https://later.com 

When are the peak times? 

What do you know about your audience? What does their typical day look like?

When are they on Instagram? 

What is their geography? How can it affect your posting schedule? 

What is their context for Instagram browsing? (Morning pick-me-up, lunchtime

entertainment, evening commute, mindless scrolling before going to bed, etc.)

There can be multiple contexts for different times of their day. 
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IMAGERY 

LET'S POLISH YOUR BRANDING 

What type of imagery are you posting? Is the topic of your account clear (food,

travel, photography, business, etc.)? 

What is the aesthetic of your feed? (Romantic, funky, urban, minimalist, etc.) 

What is the overall feel of your feed? (Positive, feminine, empowering, artsy, etc.) 

What are the main colors in your feed? (Can be specific colors or the property of

color, such as subdued, vibrant, saturated, bright, etc.) 

How can you enhance that look? List specific filters, apps, etc. 

Do you / will you post custom graphics, such as quotes? How can these graphics

support your overall look? 

Do you / will you post user-generated content? How can these photos support

your overall look? How will you ensure consistency? 

Do you / will you post stock imagery? How can these images complement your

overall look? 
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BIO 

LET'S DISTILL YOUR BRAND STATEMENT TO 160 CHARACTERS OR LESS 

Who are you? What do you do?  

Who do you serve? 

What do you help them achieve? 

What are your values and passions, interests and hobbies? 

What is your brand statement / brand vision? 

Where do you want to send your Instagram traffic? 

What do you want them to do once on your site? 

How are you going to entice them to click on the link? What's your call to action? 

Do you have any branded hashtags? 

Does your new bio enhance your visual feed?
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HASHTAGS 

LET'S FIND OUT WHERE YOUR AUDIENCE IS HANGING OUT 

What hashtags come to mind first. Write everything you can. 

Search these hashtag on Instagram, write down related relevant hashtags that

come up. 

What types of imagery pops up for these hashtags. Is it what you expected? 

Research handles of your competitors and industry influencers. What hashtags

are they using? Perform relevant hashtag research again. 

Are your brand name or product names used as hashtags? Perform research on

variations. 

Will you use a branded hashtag other than your brand name? Was it used on the

network by someone else before? 
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CAPTIONS 

LET'S THINK OF WHAT YOU SAY TO YOUR AUDIENCE 

What is your brand about? What is your overall message? 

What are the overarching themes in your storytelling? 

How can you convey different aspects of your brand story through captions? 

What values does it portray? 

What wording / language should you use to appeal to your audience? 

Messaging mood 

What types of advice and tips would they found useful? Does your content solve

some kind of challenge / issue? 

The need in their words 

The solution in their words 

What value does your offering provide? Why should your audience care? 
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COMMENTS 

LET'S GET THE CONVERSATIONS GOING 

How can you provide value by engaging with comments? 

How often can you engage with their comments? 

What types of questions do you usually get? Are they pertaining to a specific

aspect of your offering? 

What do people usually praise about your offering? 

What do people usually complaint about? 

How can you encourage more positive and meaningful comments? 

How can you encourage discussions and conversations? 
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AUTHENTICITY 

LET'S DEFINE WHAT MAKES YOU AND YOUR BRAND UNIQUE 

What do you want people to understand about your brand right after they land on

your Instagram profile? 

How do you want to make them feel on your profile? 

How can you convey this through images and captions? 

What every image in your Instagram feed should incorporate either visually or

conceptually? 

Can they relate to human aspects of your company? Are there experiences they

would simple “get?” 

Do you have a relevant background story that solidifies you as an expert in the

field? 

Do you have a personal experience that is an important part of your business? 

Are you comfortable sharing some personal details / life online? 

How can you incorporate your personality and still keep it professional? 
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INSPIRATION 

LET'S UNDERSTAND THE EMOTIONAL DRIVES OF YOUR AUDIENCE 

What values does your offering portray? 

What are their wants / needs? 

What is their aspirational lifestyle look like? 

What roadblocks do they face that prevents them from achieving their goal? 

What challenges does your offering help to solve? 

How can your offering help them get there? 

How can you show this through imagery and captions? 

What types of aesthetics do they find appealing? 

What drives their decisions? 
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CROSS-PROMOTION  

LET'S INVITE YOUR EXISTING AUDIENCE TO JOIN THE FUN ON INSTAGRAM 

Where do you currently promote your Instagram handle? 

   Website 

   Social channels 

     List  

   Packaging 

   Business cards 

   Email communication 

How proactive is your call to action? Do you simply have a link or an exciting

invitation to join you? 

Where can you auto-share your Instagram posts? List all of the channels. 

What value will they get for following you on Instagram? 

Is this value clear to them? 

What else can you do to bring attention of your existing audience to your

Instagram profile?
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ENGAGING NICHE 

LET'S ENGAGE POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS AND CLIENTS 

Where do these people spend time on Instagram? 

What hashtags do they use? 

What are they searching for on Instagram? 

Which influencers are they following? 

Which industry publications are they following? 

Which brands are they following? 

Which competitors are they following? 

What types of meaningful relationship can you build with them? 

Will they like what they see when they decide to check out your profile? 

Will it be clear to them right away what your profile is all about?
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TOP POSTS 

LET'S FIND OUT WHAT CONTENT WORKS WITH YOUR MARKET 

What are your top posts for the last month / 3 months / 6 months / a year? 

What do they all have in common? (Visuals, long captions, hashtags, strong

storytelling, topic, a question at the end of the post, etc.) 

Is the topic of the post evergreen or time-sensitive? 

How do they differ from each other? 

How can you incorporate more of these types of content into your feed? 

Can you conclude any content preferences from these findings? 

Can you experiment with these content preferences to test your conclusions?

(Post at a different time, use captions of different lengths, play with filters, etc.) 
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CONTESTS 

LET'S GET STARTED BY TAKING CARE OF A FEW BASIC THINGS 

What types of contests can you host? (a trivia, a photo contest, etc.) 

What types of industry-related questions are a bit more advanced than common

knowledge? 

What type of information they would like to find out? What type of information

would they benefit from? 

How can you showcase your expertise through gamification of the experience? 

How can you encourage entries? Will there be a prize? 

When will you reveal the right answer / photo contest winner? What is the

timeline during which they can submit their answers / entries? 

Would your audience be responsive to these types of posts on a consistent basis,

say weekly or monthly? 
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VIDEOS 

LET'S EXPERIMENT WITH MULTIMEDIA CONTENT 

What value will your audience get from video content? 

   A sense of exclusivity through behind-the-scenes 

   Entertainment through funny videos 

   Knowledge through informational videos 

   Skills through how-to videos 

   A sense of connection and dialogue through live videos 

Identify types of content that work best for your audience and experiment with

transferring those same qualities to a video medium 

Will your audience benefit from seeing something instead of reading about it? 

Will you personality shine more if you talk on camera instead of writing out your

thoughts? 

Will you post your videos in traditional feed or Stories? 

Will your videos be a talking head video or a demo video? 

Will you use filters on your video to create a consistent look? 
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INFLUENCERS 

LET'S LEVERAGE A VIBRANT INSTAGRAM COMMUNITY 

List other companies / influencers your followers follow. 

What are the values this company / person exhibits? 

How are they aligned with my company’s values? 

Can you partner with them? Would it be a one-time collaboration or a long-term

partnership? 

What value will your audience get out of these collaborations? 

Will this value be informational, entertaining, enriching, or monetary? List all of

the categories. 

What is the ultimate goal you want to achieve from this collaboration? (Exposure,

followers, sales, thought leadership through association, etc.) 

How can you track the results from each collaboration? 

How will you define the success of each collaboration? 
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GEOTAGGING 

LET'S GET LOCAL 

Where is your audience located? 

Would you benefit from an exposure in your area? (City, state, etc.) 

Which specific areas or locations have a greater saturation of your ideal target

audience? 

Would it make sense to tag a specific location? (For example, a local coffee shop

where a lot of solopreneurs hang out, a trendy spot where fashionistas shop, or a

college campus where you can find more prospects for your tutoring services) 

Would it be more relevant to tag a specific location, city, or a greater area? Which

option would provide you with the most relevant exposure? 

Would your location give an additional context to your posts? 

Would your location prompt more engagement through search or comments? 
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QUESTIONS 

LET'S GET TO KNOW YOUR EXISTING AND POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS 

Is your Instagram audience representative/aligned with your overall business

target market? 

What would you like to know about your audience in more depth? (List needs,

wants, aspirations, interests, preferences, opinions, etc.) 

What assumptions do you have about your audience that you could verify or

dismiss? 

What would you like to find out that could inform your future marketing or

products? 

What would you like your audience to vote on? (Next product, packaging, etc.) 

What relevant questions could you ask that would prompt a lot of excited

responses? 

What topics does your audience like to discuss?
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EXCLUSIVITY 

LET'S CREATE A SPECIAL INSIDERS' CLUB 

How can you create a sense of exclusivity for your Instagram followers? (Special

sneak peeks, sales, announcements, etc.) 

What types of content could you create to enhance this sense of exclusivity? 

How can you make your behind-the-scenes content look enticing and engaging?

What would they like to know and see? 

What insider details / announcements could you come up with to create a sense

of exclusivity? 

How can you enhance a sense of community? 

Could you create any occasional sales promotions to entice joining your

Instagram community? 

How can you create a sense of suspense around your next launch? 
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COMPETITION 

LET'S TAKE A LOOK AT COMPETITION AND BE BETTER 

List 3-5 closest competitors on Instagram. List their respective audience sizes on

Instagram 

Do they have any branded hashtags? What is the volume of posts for these

hashtags? 

Are they following any industry influencers / publications / organizations? 

Do they partner with anyone else in their niche? 

What are their aesthetics? Do all of your competitors look the same or different? 

What hashtags are they using, if any? 

What is the style of their storytelling? Are their captions short and funny or in-

depth and informational? 

What kind of comments do their posts evoke? What is general sentiment towards

their posts? 

Is there a need that's not being served? 
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GRAPHICS 

LET'S STAND OUT IN A VISUALLY-SATURATED SPACE 

How can graphics benefit your Instagram presence? 

Would you feed benefit from uniformed graphics? Would you feed look more

polished, organized, or consistent? 

What types of graphics would benefit your audience? (Inspirational quotes, quick

tips and hacks, sale announcements, etc.) 

Would it make sense to create these graphics on a consistent basis, for example

weekly or monthly? Could you foresee creating a series of tips or quotes? 

Plan the visual look of your graphics. What colors would you use? Would it be

your brand colors? Would the background be white to bring in more white space

or colorful to bring more attention? Could the background be an image? Would

you use your logo on your graphics? How can you ensure consistent placement of

the logo? Think through all the details.
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REPOSTS 

LET'S CO-CREATE YOUR FEED WITH YOUR COMMUNITY 

How would you organize user-generated content? Would it be branded hashtags?

A specific geotag location? Tagging you in their images? 

How can you encourage your audience to submit their content? 

Would it make sense to run a contest to get the ball rolling? 

How can you encourage them to use your hashtag or geotag in their posts? 

How often will you check submitted content? 

How can you ensure consistency with your own feed? 

Can you somehow encourage a specific look or type of content by creating a call

to action post?
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EXPLORE SECTION 

LET'S REACH THE EXPLORE SECTION BY EXAMINING IT FIRST 

What does your Explore section look like? What types of imagery does it 

consist of? 

Do you see a lot of similarities within these posts? 

Do your posts exhibit any of these trends? If not, can you incorporate some of

them without compromising your style? 

Can you create something even better / more valuable based on this insight? 

Do you see a need not being addressed / served?  

Do you see the same content creators popping up in your Explore feed? What can

you learn from them? Can you collaborate with them or build relationships?
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TAKEOVERS 

LET'S ADD SOMEONE ELSE'S PERSPECTIVE TO YOUR CONTENT 

Identify people who you'd like to take over your account for a day. It can be your

employees, a close friend, or an influencer. 

Outline what you'd like them to do and what you'd like them to not do. 

Think of content angles or ideas they could create for your account. 

Outline the voice and the general message of this content. 

How can your audience benefit from this take over? 

Notify your audience that this is happening. 

How can you track the results of each specific take over? (Number of

engagements, views, followers, sales, etc.) 

How will you define a successful takeover?
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SPECIALS 

LET'S MAKE YOUR FOLLOWERS FEEL SPECIAL 

What is your ultimate goal for offering a specific special? 

How much money do you need to make in order to justify these specials? 

How can you engage your followers with your announcement? 

Can you gamify the experience for them? 

How can you create a sense of urgency and/or scarcity? 

Is there a value to your audience beyond monetary savings? 

How can you make it less about getting discounted pricing and more about the 

value they get?
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HUMOR 

LET'S HAVE FUN 

What topics for humorous posts would make sense for your brand? 

How can you ensure that humorous posts fit into your overall positioning and

branding? 

What wording / language / mood should you use to appeal to your audience? 

What type of humor do they "get"? What things do they find humorous? 

Are there topics that are off-limits? How can you ensure that your humor is not

offensive? 

Are you using any industry lingo that requires your joke to be explained to non-

insiders? Will everyone in your target audience understand the joke? 

Brainstorm any ideas for humorous posts that everyone will understand.
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GIVEAWAYS 

LET'S DRAMATICALLY INCREASE ENGAGEMENT ON YOUR PROFILE 

List giveaway partners / collaborators. Does it make sense for your brand to

collaborate with them? 

What is their target audience? What are their offerings? Are they selling

competing or complementary offerings to yours? 

How can people enter the giveaway? What do they need to do? 

What is the timeline for the giveaway? How will you choose and announce the

winner? 

What is the prize? Who pays for / offers the prize? Is it valuable enough given the

entry rules of the giveaway? 

Anything to increase chances of winning? 

What is your goal when it comes to a giveaway? Do you want more exposure,

followers, or sales? 

How will you define a successful giveaway?
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INSTAGRAM STORIES 

LET'S LEVERAGE EPHEMERAL STORIES 

Where does your content get more engagement -- in traditional feed or Stories? 

Does it make sense to use specific hashtags in your Stories to increase reach? 

Does it make sense to use specific geotag locations in your Stories to increase

reach? 

Does it make sense to tag other users in your Stories to increase reach? 

How can you promote your traditional content within Stories? 

Do you pay attention to your branding and positioning when creating content for

Stories? 

Do you bring any value to your followers with yoru Stories? How strategic are you

with this type of content? 

How can your traditional feed and Stories content complement each other?
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ADVERTISING 

LET'S GIVE YOUR CONTENT AN ADDITIONAL PUSH 

What's your overall budget? 

What percentage of it do you want to spend on Instagram (provided you start

seeing results)? Do the math to get to the dollar amount. 

What is the average price of your products? What percentage of it are willing to

spend on lead acquisition? 

What is a fair price per lead? Be realistic. Adjust this price as you gain more

experience. 

Assuming your estimates are correct, how many leads will you be getting from

Instagram monthly? 

Are you satisfied with this number? If not, can you increase the budget or

decrease the cost per lead? 

Who will you target? Be as specific as possible. What type of content do they

prefer?
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RESULTS 

LET'S TALK ABOUT THE RESULTS 

What tactics were the most effective in your marketing mix? 

Which strategies did you find the easiest to implement? Were they effective? 

Which strategies did you find the most difficult to implement? Were they

effective? What was the reason you've struggled with these strategies? How can

you make them easier to implement in your Instagram presence? 

Did you discover anything new about your audience? Did you uncover any new

relevant needs, wants, aspirations, interests, etc? 

How can you continue encourage conversation with them? 

What else would you like to find out about them? How can you do that? 

How can you make your instagram presence even more engaging, holistic, and

wholesome?
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